
President’s report 2011/2012 
To all members of the AWPA, 
The 2011/2012 year has today witnessed the finest showcase of whip cracking talent 
in our country. A high light for the titles was to see the very talented Milburn family 
travelling from Tasmania and Adam Winrich from Wisconsin, USA contest today’s 
event. Adam is our first international competitor and a new member in the AWPA. If 
only our founding members where here to see Adam in action and how the art of 
whip cracking has evolved from the small group of people who originally gathered on 
the side the Ovens River in 1991 to form the AWPA as we now know it. 
Adam has a number of World titles to his credit and has a very strong internet library 
of routines for devoted fans to watch. His You Tube fame makes Adam on of the 
most famous names around the world. I hope you can let people know more about the 
AWPA through your connections in the USA and around the world. 
Congratulations to all members for your efforts in organizing and assisting in the 
running this year’s Australian titles here at the RAS in Sydney. I would also like to 
thank the RAS Show society committee for their support in hosting the national titles 
last years and continuing with their sponsorship to make this the richest whip 
cracking event in the world. 
As the Association is now in its 21st year it is very fitting the see the AWPA gain the 
support from the Sydney Royal Easter show in hosting the National titles again this 
year. Along with the ongoing support from RM.Williams sponsorship for both 
Australian & NSW Titles this year. 

The sport of whip cracking is still becoming increasingly popular and we are 
fortunate to now have 4 clubs to help promote the sport in NSW, Victoria, Tasmania 
and Qld. However, it is not just major events which are attracting new members. I 

encourage each of you to try and bring a friend
along to a state title as numbers are still down in a number of sections and we do 
cater for the novice competitors at these events. 
Thanks yet again to Simon Martin & his Committee in Tasmania for their ongoing 
commitment to ensure whipcracking features at most venues throughout Tasmania 
and his passion to hold coaching clinics each month. 
Thanks need to go out to all the members and their families for supporting & 
promoting the sport over the past 12 months. From today’s National titles here in 
Sydney through to the remaining NSW, VIC & TASMANIA championships new 
champions will be awarded with state titles throughout the year. The highlight from 
the entries received is that all members are actively travelling Australia and 
supporting this truly Australian sport. 
The AWPA has secured insurance for the association for the period, 2011/2012 as 
previous years for approximately $1400.00. 
Finally, I personally would like to thank the outgoing committee for their efforts and 
support over the past 12 months. 
Kind regards, 
Steve Wicks 
PRESIDENT



AGM, 6th April 2012 Minutes 

Meeting opened:   6:41 pm

Present Members: Steven Wicks, Simon Martin, Anthony Rennick, Scott Kelly, Alison Kelly, Ian 
Fritsch, Luke Fritsch, Lynette Fritsch, Ann Rennick, Narelle Wicks, Daniel Wicks, Emily 
Etheridge, Katie Wicks, Matthew Prince, Katie East, Jodie Pitman, Andrew Pitman, Herbert 
Jercher. Adam Winrich  Apologies: Hunter Family, Milburn Family, Fiona Smith

Steve Wicks (President) opened the meeting by welcoming everyone and asking for apologies.    
Steve read the presidents report and made special thanks to the Milburn family for making the effort 

to attend from Tasmania and also Adam Winrich from the USA.    Steve acknowledged the kind 
sponsorship of  RM Williams and the Sydney Show.  Ian Fritsch then moved that the 2011 AGM 

minutes be accepted and this was seconded by Scott Kelly.  Anthony then read his treasurers report 
and it was noted that the financial situation of the association is the best it has been in a number of 
years.   The report was passed around members and no comments were made.  Scott Kelly moved 
that the treasurers report be accepted which was seconded by Ian Fritsch.   Andrew Pitman then 

took the chair for election of office bearers:

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS- Chaired by Andrew Pitman

PRESIDENT – STEVEN WICKS nominated by Ian Fritsch seconded Simon Martin

Steve then accepted his nomination as president and took the chair back from Andrew.

VICE PRESIDENTS – IAN FRITSCH nominated by Simon Martin seconded Andrew Pitman
DANIEL WICKS nominated by Steve Wicks seconded Ian Fritsch

SECRETARY – SIMON MARTIN nominated by Ian Fritsch seconded Scott Kelly

TREASURER – ANTHONY RENNICK nominated by Simon Martin seconded Andrew Pitman

EDITOR – Luke Fritsch nominated by Steve Wicks seconded Scott Kelly

PUBLICITY OFFICERS – ALISON KELLY nominated by Simon Martin seconded by Luke 
Fritsch

   
AUDITORS – Twomey Patterson of Wagga Wagga - All members in favour.

Office Bearers then took their positions and Steve asked member if they were happy with Sydney as 
the venue for the Australian Championships.  All members were in favour and Simon said they he 
would send in a new sponsorship proposal to the Sydney Show to support the championship for 
another 3 years after 2013 when the AWPA's contract was due to expire.  $5000.00 cash + sashes + 
trophies + show tickets would again be requested for each year of the championships.  

Steve then read out correspondence that he had had with the Deni Ute muster regarding 
Novice competition and NSW Whipcracking Championships to be held on the 28th and 29th of 
September.  Deni have this year agreed to pay for sashes and trophies, which they had avoided the 
last couple of years.  The original agreement was that they pay for these and the committee has been 
able to get them to agree to it again.   RM Williams would also supply vouchers as would Purtills 
with fuel vouchers.  Simon Martin Whips would again be the naming rights sponsor to the Novice 
event to be held on the Friday of the Deni Ute muster with sponsorship valued at over $1000.00.

Simon then spoke about the Tasmanian Championships which will be held on Saturday the 
13th of October.  He also mentioned that he spoke with the Melbourne Show regarding the 
Victorian Championships but as yet that had no firm date, although they were keen to continue 
holding the event there.  Katie East then mentioned that Cathy William had other commitments and 
may not be able to run the Victorian championships this year, but she and Melissa Davies would be 



interested to help out.  Everyone was happy with this.
Steve then raised the issue about having to change venues on the day of the Australian 

Championships, because of other performers using the Amphitheatre twice during the day for 1hr 
each time.  Steve suggested we hold the Over 45's and Bullock whip section during these times in 
the grassed area above the Amphitheatre.  All were in favour unless raining, as there is no cover.  
Anthony wanted to know why we hold the bullock whip, when we already are pushed for time, 
when it isn't even an Australian title.  Steve said it is part of the culture of the association and also a 
crowd pleaser.  Scott suggested not allowing Pee Wees to enter the Bullock whip section to save 
time.   It was then agreed by members that the entry fee be raised to $15.00 to help cut down on 
entrants and prize money to stay the same and also to look into calling the Bullock whip section a 
World title.   Adam Winrich then said that he considers the whole Australian Championships a 
world title as it is were the best competition in the world is.  Ian Fritsch then passed a motion to call 
the Bullock Whip section a World title which was seconded by Andrew Pitman.  Members agreed , 
but also said that the committee should discuss this with the Northern NSW club about how they 
would feel about this, being that they hold the Australian Bullock Whip Championship.
Steve also raised the issue of competitors overstepping the tow line in the accuracy division and it 
was agreed that the rules need to be clarified further in future competitions. 

Anthony then suggested that the association has ties, shirts and polo's made up with the 
AWPA logo on them.  It was agreed that Anthony could go ahead and purchase some prototypes on 
behalf of the association which could be displayed on the AWPA display table, which was a success 
this year raising $85 for the association.  Steve also said that he would speak with Terry at RM 
Williams regarding them providing polo's and shirts that the AWPA logo could be placed on.
Steve asked if there was anymore questions, which there wasn't, then thanked everyone for their 
attendance, and especially those judges and scorers that helped make the event a success.  The 
meeting was closed at 7:35pm.


